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in addition, i am re-printing my five happiest times during
the week. try to remind yourself, as you go through each
day, to find the good things in each moment. feel the
overwhelming, beautiful, warm love and joy that you just
feel for the person you love, and be grateful for every single
aspect of your life and for your ability to experience this
amazing, amazing life. 1. after working on my sculpture in
the garage for hours, i got invited to have dinner with my
very good friend christina who is also an artist. i was so glad
to see her, and we had a great time sharing stories, laughs,
and appetizers. [guilty ]rinsen 2. my mom called me to
remind me she was coming to visit, and we set out for an
afternoon of exercise, massages and massages together.
this was also great for us to spend time doing the things we
enjoyed doing most, our mother and daughter yoga and
bikram yoga. we were very close to each other in this
moment, and i was grateful to be able to remind myself to
focus on the positive. 3. when i was picking up my friend,
we encountered a huge line of cars waiting to drop off their
kids at my art studio for the after-school program i run. i felt
touched by the overwhelming support and appreciation my
mom has for the art i do, and i was grateful for the
experience in which i could give back to my community.
once again, i'll mention how much i enjoyed unity and about
how much i enjoyed it has a great sense of pace and
momentum and how much i think the game could still exist
without the atrocious spin-off side quests. indeed, even at
this early stage the game is already beginning to
recontextualise itself with the inclusion of the various
parallel storylines being played out within the overarching
narrative. for many more hours in development, this is the
scene that will be remembered by game players as the
assassins creed to which they return every year.
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